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Abstract: With the continuous advancement of China's judicial informatization construction, the amount of legal text
data represented by various case files, judgment documents, laws and regulations, and judicial interpretations Rapidly
growing, research on legal text processing based on deep learning has become a hot issue at the intersection of law and
artificial intelligence. In order to promptly follow up on the latest developments in this field, New research results, this
article covers legs and countries in this field. The representative achievements of domestic and foreign scholars are
analyzed and the future development trends of this field are analyzed and prospected.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the judicial field, with the increasing legal awareness of the broad masses of the people, continues to strengthen, the
growth rate of new cases is increasing day by day, coupled with the legal In order to adapt to the endless new things
emerging in society, we constantly make updates. and improvement, so that a large amount of new data appears every
day. These numbers The data comes from various civil and criminal case files and judgment documents, and and
supplementary expansion and judicial interpretation of laws and regulations. At the same time, China As China’s
judicial informatization construction continues to advance, these data have been screened and Purges are also being
published more publicly. The China Judgment Documents Network is run by Judgment document release website
hosted by the Supreme People's Court, including documents quantity up to More than 100 million articles and still
growing, it has become a legal The largest data database in the legal field.
On the other hand, as the amount of data continues to increase, judicial workers The burden is also becoming
increasingly heavy. Judges and lawyers not only need to consult a large number of historical cases as a reference, as
well as new laws and regulations as well as existing Supplementary expansion of laws and regulations for in-depth
understanding and research. in recent years Come, with deep learning and natural language processing ( natural
language processing, NLP ) The artificial intelligence technology represented by AI continues to make new
breakthroughs, and its research results have promoted manufacturing, medical care, education The development of
many other fields has improved the production efficiency of these fields, thus And reduce people's labor burden. In the
judicial field, artificial intelligence Energy-related research is generally still in its infancy.
Text processing is a related field in traditional machine learning and data mining fields. Basic but also very important
technical branches, including text representation, aggregation Category, classification, retrieval and other subdivisions.
The legal field is the most important The data form is the legal document represented by the content of the judgment
document. This book, as shown in the picture As shown in 1, its content mainly involves information about the
defendant and the case. A description of the circumstances of the incident and the outcome of the verdict.
In order to fully tap the value of legal text data and alleviate legal Practitioners are burdened with heavy data processing
work.

2. LEGAL TEXT REPRESENTATION BASED ON DEEP LEARNING

The text representation is many NLP Basic tasks in applications play a very important role in improving the
performance of various text processing algorithms. The goal of text representation is to map unstructured text data into
a low-dimensional vector space, so that the text can be calculated and processed using mathematical methods [1] .
Compared with texts in general fields, legal texts have the characteristics of strong domain, dense information, and
relatively obvious structural features. More effective legal text technology can significantly improve modeling,
classification, The performance of downstream tasks such as reasoning and mining has attracted widespread interest
among researchers in recent years.

2.1 Embedding-Based Legal Text Representation

Character and word embeddings are an important means of vectorized representation of language, but traditional
embedding methods ( like Word2Vec ) has relatively insufficient ability to express professional terms and domain
knowledge in legal texts. Nay By applying Word 2 Vec on a legal corpus consisting of case law, statutory law and
administrative law, a Gov 2 Vec is obtained by training This tool can effectively encode legal concepts in the corpus
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and learn the implicit relationships between these concept vectors. It has been successfully used in the task of
generating summaries of Supreme Court opinions, presidential actions, and congressional bills [2] ; Chalkidis and Kam
pas Also based on Word2Vec proposed Law2Vec trains legal vocabulary embeddings in a large corpus including the
legislation of the United Kingdom, the European Union, Canada, Australia, the United States, and Japan, and verifies
the use of legal vocabulary semantic feature representation in text classification, information extraction, and
information retrieval. important role in three tasks [3] .
since Since 2018, with Pre-training language represented by BERT model has formed a new NLP Paradigm [4] : First
use the big pre-training on large-scale text corpora, and then on decimals for specific tasks Data set fine-tuning to
reduce individual NLP The difficulty of the task. The application of pre-trained language models has greatly improved
named entity recognition and event extraction. retrieval, machine translation, automatic question and answer, etc. NLP
task performance, in The field of legal text processing also has good application prospects. Targeted at pass Use the pre-
trained language model to express terms and knowledge in the legal field to improve the understanding and reasoning
capabilities of the deep learning model for legal concepts.

2.2 Feature-Based Legal Text Representation

Embedding-based legal text representation approaches take full advantage of depth neural network in NLP Powerful
latent semantic learning ability in tasks, However, the text vectors it generates are often unexplainable, which is
important for emphasizing the collar Domain knowledge of legal texts is a significant shortcoming. And the traditional
The engineering method requires a lot of manual annotation work and is difficult to implement on a large scale. The
legal corpus is also stretched thin. Therefore, there are studies Researchers began to try a combination of these two
methods, that is, using a certain Amount of domain knowledge is used to define the characteristic patterns of legal text
representation, and then Finally, a deep neural network model is used at the bottom layer to learn these features.
Practice and expression.
Li According to the definition of the crime of theft in Chinese criminal law, Retrieve information related to conviction
and sentencing 9- dimensional characteristics (including basic information of criminal suspects, whether they are repeat
offenders, whether they carry weapons, and the value of items involved in the case) wait), and then use long short-term
memory ( long short - term memory, LSTM ) network encodes legal text and then generates Quantitative representation
uses a classification algorithm to determine whether it meets a certain feature, and then get legal text 9- dimensional
vector representation, implementing features While reducing dimensionality, the features can have good interpretability
under the legal knowledge framework [6] . For the judgment result prediction task, Li et al. A legal text representation
model based on attention mechanism is proposed. by involving The system is trained on the corpus of judgment
documents for 10 types of criminal crimes, and generates data based on case facts, defendant information and relevant
criminal law provisions. latent semantic feature representation vectors at multiple levels such as text, which can
represent Characters, events and legal provisions in legal texts The potential logical relationship between the three
greatly improves the prediction of charges, legal provisions, prison terms, etc. service performance and the
interpretability of prediction results [7] .

3. LEGAL TEXT CLASSIFICATION BASED ON DEEP LEARNING

Text classification is a critical task in legal text processing applications. Different legal text processing tasks can be
transformed into different types of text classification problems. For example: Determining whether the defendant in a
case has the circumstances to surrender is a simple two-classification problem, analyzing the type of case (the main
alleged crimes are mutually exclusive) It is a multi-classification problem, and determining which laws the defendant
has violated is a multi-label classification problem. Existing research work basically focuses on this 3 types of questions
are expanded.
Aletras wait people make use Multiple support vector machines ( Support Vector Machine, SVM ) Classifier for several
semantics of cases The features are classified into two categories respectively and used to predict the judgment of the
European Court of Human Rights. Judgment [8] ; Boella et al. used word frequency - inverse file frequency ( Term
Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency, TF – IDF ) algorithm and information gain for feature selection and then
training SVM classifier to identify the field to which legal texts belong [9] ; Liu et al. Using K in case-based reasoning
systems nearest neighbor ( K – Nearest Neighbor, KNN ) Algorithm pair 12 common criminal offense Classify by name
[10] ; Katz et al. built a random tree model to predict the decision-making of the U.S. Supreme Court based on features
extracted from case summaries [11] ; Lin et al. first based on the artificial definition of 21 types of legal elements Tags
classify sentences describing cases and are used to distinguish robberies and intimidation charges [12] ; Liu and others
combined different combinations of multiple legal provisions into Train for labels, reducing multi-label classification
problems to multi-classification Question [13-14] . Most of these early works utilized feature engineering and
Incorporation of statistical machine learning models using supervised learning methods When training a classifier, both
model classification performance and result interpretability are comparable. is relatively good, but due to over-reliance
on feature design and manual annotation, the paper This labeling system has poor scalability when changes occur.
In recent years, deep learning models represented by various types of neural networks have With its powerful feature
learning ability, the model can be used in a variety of NLP On task Played an important role, especially for large-scale
corpus learning, compared with the method of constructing features using artificial rules, it is better able to describe the
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data Rich semantic information. Wei Using convolutional neural networks, et al. ( Convolution Neural Network, CNN )
Implemented a legal document classifier whose experimental results demonstrate The CNN model achieves
significantly better performance on large-scale training sets than SVM [15] ; Chalkid is and Androutsopoulos uses
words that do not rely on human annotation at all. itself, part-of-speech tags and symbol embeddings as features, using
double Towards LSTM The network completed the contract element extraction task [16] ; Luo et al. Proposed a multi-
label neural network classification based on attention mechanism device, by integrating legal and regulatory
information into the vector representation of case facts, While improving the classification performance of case crimes,
the classification results have a certain Certain interpretability [17] ; Li proposed a multi-channel attention neural
network framework that only uses the crime types and applicable laws in the training data. article, sentence The three
easily accessible labels are the supervisor’s description of the case, the The defendant information and legal provisions
are jointly coded, and the coding method is flexible. The formula can support different multi-label classification tasks
and has achieved good results. classification performance [7] ; Wang proposed a hierarchical matching Neural network
integrates the hierarchical information of labels in the process of constructing the vector representation of case charges,
and completes the charges with the help of semantic matching method. Classification tasks have achieved high accuracy
[18] .

4. LEGAL TEXT MINING AND APPLICATION

With legal text processing technologies such as legal text representation and classification the continued maturation of
the legal sector, and the use of computers and artificial intelligence in the legal field The rapid growth in demand for
technology-assisted business development has emerged in recent years Some representative legal text mining methods
and their applications are proposed.

4.1 Legal Judgment Prediction

Legal Judgment Prediction ( Legal Judgment Prediction ( LJP ) is one of the most critical tasks based on legal text. In
China, Germany, In countries such as France that adopt civil law systems, the verdict is determined based on the facts
of the case and statutory regulations. Under this legal regime, LJP The task is to determine whether the relevant
behavior violates a certain law by matching the case fact description text with legal provisions, and then make
predictions about the corresponding charges, applicable legal provisions, and prison terms.
Most of the existing studies use text segmentation to predict crimes and legal provisions. algorithm-like solving,
including early use of statistical machine learning models, and Recent approaches using deep learning models. in order
to promote LJP hair Zhan, Xiao et al proposed a large-scale database of Chinese judgment documents data set C- LJP,
including the Chinese court issued 2.68 million prison cases File text [19] ; In some recent work, Luo and Li will study
The focus is on how to use neural networks based on attention mechanisms to mine Dig cases and describe the logical
relationships between different parts for better To achieve this purpose and provide better interpretable results for
subsequent predictions Interpretability, legal provisions are introduced as external knowledge to guide the neural
network The coding process of the network has achieved excellent results in the task of predicting crimes and legal
provisions. Different properties [17, 7] ; Zhong by introducing LJP Each sub-responsibility The topological relationship
between services makes the prediction process of the model more consistent with human Similar to the judge's
judgment logic, the experimental results also confirmed the effectiveness of this approach Effectiveness [20] .
In terms of sentence prediction, some work divides the sentence into different intervals and then transforms it into a
classification problem. There are also some researchers who design models based on regression problems that are more
in line with the characteristics of the task itself. Li et al. summarized the punishment for theft cases in addition to the
prison term based on legal provisions. 10- dimensional features, using neural network training to obtain feature vectors
and then submitting them to the regression algorithm for calculation, achieving a high accuracy. However, this method
relies relatively on manually introducing external knowledge and annotations, and cannot efficiently expand the
prediction model to support more types of cases. Part [21] ; Chen proposed a neural network model using a gating
mechanism to predict the sentence of the case based on the crime, which effectively improved the accuracy of the
prediction [22] . But in general, due to the continuous characteristics of the sentence data type and the existence of
sentencing factors outside the law in reality, the performance of the existing models is not ideal.

4.2 Similar Case Search

As the size of case documents increases, similar case retrieval It is of great significance to improve the work efficiency
of legal practitioners. High-quality push results of similar cases also help Chinese law get closer The goal pursued is “ si
milar cases and similar judgments ”.
At early stages research work In, Saravanan and Casanovas Proposed a legal case retrieval system based on semantic
web and ontology, It is more practical than traditional keyword-based systems at both input and output ends. Its
disadvantage is that it relies heavily on legal experts to edit the ontology. Moreover, using ontology as a search
condition cannot satisfy the current " case-based search". "Project " business needs [23-24] .
Common law countries use case law to decide a case. Judgments in previous cases must be clearly cited when issuing a
judgment, so naturally A case citation network was formed to introduce graph algorithms to solve similar cases.
Retrieval questions provide the basis. Wagh based on case citation network proposed a method to calculate the
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centrality and betweenness of network nodes. Indian Court Method to determine similarity [25] ; Minocha et al
proposed a method The concept of law dispersion, by measuring the adjacent node sets of two cases The similarity of
the combination is used to find similar cases of a case in the citation network [26] . In response to the problem that
citation networks are usually very sparse, some researchers have begun to introduce machine learning algorithms to
calculate the similarity of legal texts. Calculation, such as calculating full-text similarity based on paragraph similarity,
calculating based on word frequency Bayesian statistical methods and nearest neighbor algorithms based on case
characteristics, but this Some methods based on statistical features lose the original semantic information of the text.
interest. In order to preserve the semantic information of the text as much as possible, word embeddings are used And
deep learning models have gradually become the mainstream methods for similar case retrieval tasks.

5. CONCLUSION

Aiming at the problem of legal text processing, this article briefly introduces the Related research results based on deep
learning methods in the past, respectively Legal text representation, legal text classification, and legal text mining and
application The research directions and progress in the field were sorted out and analyzed. Eliminate capital In addition
to these directions introduced in this article, legal text processing also involves tasks Including legal questions and
answers, legal element extraction, legal text abstracts, etc.
Overall, traditional text processing techniques can be used in legal play an important role in text processing tasks, and
word embedding methods and The introduction of deep learning models represented by neural networks can even Fully
learn the huge semantic information contained in massive legal texts. but is, how to make deep learning models better
match legal expertise The integration of Taking into account model performance and result interpretability will become
a future research topic in this field. the focus of research.
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